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Abstract : Web services are now widely utilized which demands to perform the discovery and composition process to meet 

the user request. By considering services as the base, an architectural model has been provided by Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA). These web services are also known as traditional web services or SOAP web services.  These web 

services increases overhead of XML processing at description and communication phase which could be resolved by REST 

(Representation State Transfer) architecture based web services which are defined as RESTful web services.  The RESTful 

service discovery is performed to find services for a given user request while RESTful service composition defines service 

integration when single service is unable to serve the user request. RESTful service composition does not depend on either a 

central conductor service like a service orchestration or a service choreography specification, which makes it more 

demanding compared to traditional web services. As a result, we have proposed a REST-based approach for services 

discovery and composition along with experimental work to show the performance. 

Keywords: Link Open Data, Representational State Transfer, RESTful Web service, Web service, Web service composition. 

 

  
1. Introduction  
 Web services can be defined as a software component which is accessible over the web. Figure 1 

depicts web service model consist of three main entities: Service provider, Service Consumer and Service 

Broker, each performs publish, find and service registration role respectively. According to the architectural 

style, web services can be classified into following two categories [26]: (i) SOAP Web services and (ii) 

RESTful web services 

 
Figure 1.Web Services Model 

. 
1.1 SOAP Web Services 

In SOAP web services, communication is based on standard Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [29] which 

uses XML-messaging system. 

 
Figure 2. SOAP-based Web Service Model 

  As shown in figure 2, the web services offered by the service provider are described using 

WSDL (Web Services Description Language) [30] and registered to the UDDI (Universal Description, 

Discovery and Integration) [31] registry which contains all necessary information to identify the web service. 
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Once a requestor has queried the UDDI registry and found the required service, the WSDL file of that service 

could be derived from the registry and consume via SOAP message. 

 

 
1.2 RESTful Web Services 

 In RESTful web services; communication is performed using REST approach as represented in figure 

3. Representational State Transfer (REST [32]) defines behaviour of web application communication where 

application presented through collection of web pages, the user navigates through an application by selecting 

links, resulting in the next page (next state of the application) being presented to the user.  

 

RESTful web services [25] are based on REST architectural model which follows the traditional 

mechanism of World Wide Web (WWW) and HTTP [33] protocol principles. These services follow four design 

principles: Utilize HTTP operations explicitly, Stateless in nature, Represent directory pattern-like URIs and 

Transfer data using XML, JSON or both. 

 

 
Figure 3. RESTful Web Services Model 

  
1.3 Semantic Web  

Semantic Web [34] is represented as an extension of the existing web by enriching the information 

with well-defined meaning, so that computers can do more work in processing to convert it in to knowledge. 
Semantic web services are derived from the web standards for the interchange of data, which makes it easy to 

combine data from heterogeneous sources and services without losing meaning.  

 

1.4 Linked Open Data 

“Linked Open Data (LOD) [35] is a new field of research to be used as a representational style for 

complex data. The term Linked Data is used to refer to a set of best practices for publishing and connecting 

structured data on the Web as a solution of the semantic web.” 

 
1.5 RESTful Web services Discovery and Composition 

RESTful service discovery performs the operation to locate services for a given request while RESTful 

service composition emphasizes on creation of value-added services on-demand when single service is unable to 

serve the request. 

 

 RESTful web services are gaining popularity due to the following reasons. In REST HTTP methods i.e. 

GET, PUT, POST and DELETE are utilized to access resources via individual URLs rather than overloading 

operations (usually over HTTP POST) on single endpoints in SOAP RPC manner. Moreover, many Linked 

Open Data providers simply deliver SPARQL endpoints, and one standard RESTful interface. Nowadays, 

RESTful services are increasing over the web which can directly generate and consume RDF Data.  

 

The remaining contents of this paper are as follows: Section 2 of the paper discusses the literature 

review undertaken and the work of fellow researchers.  Section 3 describes the proposed work on RESTful web 

services discovery and composition. Section 4 discusses the experimental work and the conclusion and future 

work is discussed in the section 5 of the paper.  
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2. Related Work 

 

In this section, we discuss a work has been carried out in the area of RESTful web service discovery 

and composition : In
 
[1] an algorithm based on the directed acyclic graph is proposed which represents semantic 

functional dependency between input and output of mashup automatic web API which can satisfy the desired 

goal. The composition process can be described as that of genera-ting directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that can 

produce the output satisfying the desired goal, where the DAGs are gradually generated by forward-backward 

chaining of APIs. This approach facilitates to locate the desire APIs with use of API composition. In this 

approach no technique is mentioned for performance and scalability measures where as we have measured 

performance of our work. 

 

The Depth First Search algorithm for semantic web service search framework & composition is 

proposed in
 
[2] for enhancing the search response.The semantic search services offered relies on the RDF data 

and its corresponding Ontologies built to provide search responses. As a result this method improves response 

time and support for ranking based on the ontology relevance score. 

 

 Due to expensiveness of service call, method [3] aims to decrease the number of calls in order to 

retrieve results with sufficient recall. The information that could be dynamically obtained from Web services in 

order to enrich RDF knowledge bases whenever the knowledge base does not suffice to answer a user query and 

query generator composes sequences of function calls based on the available service interfaces. Here in this 

approach author has provided RDF representation of Data. But author doesn’t give detail of discovery or 

composition algorithm. 

 

REST-based method is utilized in [4] to solve certain limitations such as tightly coupled invocation, 

performance in terms of response data, non-uniform interface and no hyperlink support. Here Web Processing 

Service interface specification provides an approach to publish and execute geo-processes on the Web. Geo-

spatial analysis plays critical role to generate alerts and recommendations.In this approach Authors have 

provided android based user interface with local language support but doesn’t provide performance 

measurement detail of the proposed algorithm. 
 

 

Concept of self-descriptive RESTful service
 
is defined in [6] as- a service that represents itself 

according to REST principles, to enable effective discovery by humans and machines. A self-descriptive 

RESTful service utilizes a unique URI which identifies a root resource as a starting point for discovering all its 

resources. With this approach author has given good explanation about restful web services and given 

framework but algorithm related detail is not covered where as we have provided service discovery and 

composition algorithms detail along with framework.  

 

To minimize the manual efforts and to get the results faster, author [7] proposes the use of Semantic 

Web Technology like OWL, RDF and SPARQL to retrieve the information from the documents efficiently. This 

work proposes a model for storing the content of a DOC/HTML document in the RDF format and thereby 

enabling the information retrieval using SPARQL.XPATH and XQUERY that extract information from the 

XML files that are created by the details provided. Author has given good idea about how SPARQL, RDF and 

OWL are utilized. But information about standard dataset for performance measurement is missing.  

 

In [8], author provides an approach to fully exploit the growing amount of heterogeneous geospatial 

data to users without any background knowledge. He has modelled and published the extracted geospatial data 

to RDF for eliminating the data heterogeneity. Author has proposed a geospatial system as well as algorithm but 

doesn’t focus on comparison and optimization aspects. 

 

In [36], in this approach author has represented about how web service gives semantic results using 

RDF and linked open data. In this approach author has also discussed about domain driven approach without 

representing framework and algorithm detail.  

 

3. RESTful Web Services Discovery and Composition 

A proposed framework for RESTful Web Services Composition is based on Composition module 

which contains the Discovery and Composition modules is represented in figure 4.  
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Figure 4. RESTful Web Services Discovery and Composition Framework 

 

As shown in figure 4, there are RESTful web services are present and relevant RDF files are describes 

the semantic relations between the services. These RDF files are stored in RDF data store. When user’s request 

for input and output parameters which are given to the composition phase module, in which composition module 

first request given to the discovery module where discovery module performs semantic match based on user 

request. The semantic concepts are retrieved from the RDF data store based on matching the concept by 

SPARQL query which gives the list of base URIs of resources. After that theses URIs and input requests given 

to composition module which contains the composition algorithm. Composition algorithm is matching the 

linked semantic relation between the resources and it will generate the composed results. 

 

3.1 Discovery Algorithm 

The web services discovery problem focuses on searching the services from the repository which 

contains RDF data as per the query requested by the user. 

 

Dataset D = {RDF1, RDF2, RDF3,………., RDFn} 

Resultset R = { T1,T2,..Tn} // Match Resultset which contains temporary result sets 

UQuery Q = Query Request from the user 

UQuery O = Output Request from the user 

 

Algorithm1:Discovery Algorithm(D, Q, O,R) 

1. Initialization ERDFCount = 0;  

//Query Executed on RDF file from Dataset D  

2. Initialization R= { } or R=NULL; 

3. If D is not Exist then 

4. Exit; 

5. EndIF 

6. Else 

7. ForEach RDF in Dataset D   do   

8. Initialization T= { } or T=NULL;    

// Temporary Result set from each RDF 
9. If (match<RDF,Q,O>) then   
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10.  T  Evaluation on Current RDF;  

11. Endif 

12. If   T! = { } or T!= Null then 

13.  Resultset R =  R   U   T 

14. Endif 

15. ERDFCount = ERDFCount + 1;  

16. EndForEach  

17. RETURN     Resultset R; 

18. EndElse  

 

Algorithm 1. RESTful Web Services Discovery Algorithm 
 

In the above proposed algorithm we have taken input dataset which contain RDF file(semantic 

description) of REST API. As per the user request we have to check each RDF file and filtering the semantic 

description. Step1&2: ERDFcount is variable which calculate how many RDF semantic files are executed from 

repository and it’s initial value set to zero. And another variable R is the Resultset which contains matching 

result as per the query requested by the user. Step 3 to 5: It describes termination condition when repository is 

null at that time we are exit from the discovery engine and resultset gives empty set. Step 7 to 16: It extracts all 

semantic (RDF) knowledge data files from the repository. For each RDF data file we have to match the user 

requirements and matched results generated from each and every RDF data files which will store into temporary 

result set T . Here, T which contains base URI of the semantic RDF data files.  

 

In the Discovery phase we are matched the user requirements and if semantic match found the we have 

to extract the base URI of the RDF data file and this URI contains the Resources information’s in the RDF data 

store. Discovery algorithm  in which we have described the extract all the result from each RDF file from the 

dataset, in discovery algorithm step 7 to 16 which will execute for each RDF so the complexity of this algorithm 

is O(n).in which n describes the number of RDF file in the dataset. After successful evaluation on single RDF 

data match result set R is update the value of temporary result set T and ERDFCount variable increment with 

one. While reading next RDF file temporary result set T store the current RDF evaluation. 

 
3.2 Composition Algorithm 

As per the query requested by the user and collection of services or, in case a matching service is not 

found, searching a series of services that can be composed together is defined as the composition problem of 

web services. 

 
Resultset R = { T1,T2,..Tn} //Match Resultset which contains temporary result sets T. 

UQuery Q = Query Request from the user. 

UQuery O = Output Request from the user 

SparqlResultset S = Contains the SPARQL query executed results. 

 

Algorithm2:Composition Algorithm(R,Q,O) 

1. Initialization ERCount = 0;  

//Query Executed on Result set file from Resultset R  

2. Initialization R={ } ,S={ },E={ };   

3. If  R == { } then 

4.  Exit; 

5. EndIF 

6. Else 

7. IF (R != Null)  then 

8. Foreach  T[i] in Resultset R   do 

9.   Foreach NODE in R do  

10.     E=RecusiveFunction 

(ExecuteSPARQLQuery (T[i] (SPAQLQuery));  

11.  If(E != Null) then 

12.   S = S U E 

13.  Endif 

14.  ERCount = ERCount + 1; 
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15. EndForEach 

16. EndForEach  

17. EndIf 

18. RETURN     S; 

19. EndElse 

 
Algorithm 2. RESTful Web Services Composition Algorithm 

 
In the above proposed algorithm we have taken input Resultset R which contains semantic matched 

information from the discovery engine. Now, as per the user request we have to retrieve semantic composed 

result from each RDF data in the R by executing SPARQLQuery. Step 1-2:ERcount is variable which calculate 

how many semantic data are executed from Resultset R and it’s initial value set to zero. And another variable S 

and C initially set to Null where SparqlResultset S is the the SPARQL query executed results which contains 

matching result as per the query requested by the user on each data of R and Compositionset C contains the 

composed result generated. Step3 to 5: It describes termination condition when Resultset R is null at that time 

we are exit from the composition engine and C gives empty set. Step7 to 17: It extracts all semantic (RDF) 

knowledge data from the resultset R. for each data we have to execute the SPARQL Query as per the user 

requirements and match results generated from each and every data which will store into temporary result set E 

which contains semantic information extracted by Executing sparql query. After successful evaluation on single 

semantic data matching on result set R, the value of temporary resultset E is updated by sparqlresultset S and 

ERCount variable increment with one. While retrieve information from next data, temporary result set E store 

the current evaluation. Step18:At last, successful evaluation on semantic data matching on result set R,we have 

to execute query on sparqlresultset S for getting maximum semantic match result and it will stored into 

Compositionset C. 

In this algorithm step 7 to 17 will be executed for each node of RDF as well as it will extracts the 

semantic properties of the services, so the complexity of this algorithm is O(n * m).in which n describes the 

number of RDF file in the dataset and m describes the number of nodes we have to check for composition on 

each file. 

 

4. Experimental Work and Results 

 

In the following section we have discussed the experimental work performed using proposed 

approaches i.e. discovery and composition. A possible query for the composition process is: Input Query = 

zipcode, Output Query = city, latitude, longitude. A prototype based on Census Information System using 

proposed approaches is described as below. 

 

 

4.1 Census Information System using Geospatial Data 

A proposed prototype implementation framework for census information system using geospatial data 

is shown in figure 8. 
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Figure 5. A Prototype for Census Information System 

 

      In the Experimental implementation, we have considered the U.S. Census dataset which describes rich 

information about the web services related to population statistics with semantic annotation. The dataset is 

provided as Linked Data which contains One billion triples of population statistics and basic geospatial data 

from the 2000 U.S. Census in RDF format. 

      As per the RDF format, conceptual Resource, Property and Property_values are derived from the U.S. 

census dataset. As shown in figure, User’s query (input and output parameters) is provided to the Discovery 

engine for searching the requested services through Composition Engine. For example, our input query is 

“Coffee_country” and output result is “Population” and “Longitude”. 

      Discovery engine performs semantic match based on the user request and the semantic concepts retrieved 

from data store. As a result, discovery engine provides the list of base URIs of resources for composition 

process.The list of base URIs of discovery result is given to the composition engine which generates the  

composed result demanded by the user.  

 

4.2 Experimental Setup 
For the implementation we have utilized resources as specified here: Operating System :Windows XP, 

Framework: Microsoft .Net Framework 4.0, RAM :2.5 GB, Software Tool: Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, 

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, Space Requirement:5 GB.  

We have implemented our proposed work for discovery and composition and it’s working is based on 

user requested query. This application is implemented using .Net framework 4.0 and Open Source .Net Library 

[27] on .Net platform which provides an easy and powerful for working with RDF, SPARQL and the Semantic 

Web.  

dotNetRDF[27] provides toolkit for the user which in turn  provides  the way to work with single RDF 

file which contains RDF Editor, SparqlGUI and so on. It is also provides an open source SemWeb.NET library 

for programming purpose. 

 

4.3 Dataset 

In the Experimental implementation, we have considered the U.S. Census dataset [28] which describes 

rich information about the web services with semantic knowledge concept. This dataset describes setting up the 

http://www.rdfabout.com/demo/census
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dataset as Linked Data which contains One billion triples of population statistics and basic geospatial data from 

the 2000 U.S. Census as RDF format. 

 

4.3.1 RDF  

“The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [29] is a W3C standard for describing Web resources, 

such as the title, author, modification date, content, and copyright information of a Web page [12]”. RDF data 

which contains triple stores where we have to extract or retrieve and manipulate the resources using SPARQL 

query. A RDF data model for US Census dataset in n3 format is shown in figure 6 as follows. 

 

Figure 6. RDF data model 
 

 
4.4 Experimental Results 

 This next section focuses on detail about dataset and various steps to be performed to show the 

applicability of the proposed work. 

 

4.4.1  RDF data extraction from Dataset 

The results shown in table 1 are extracted from the U.S. Census dataset, total number of nodes are 

extracted in the triple format. Based on that conceptual Resource, Property and Propertyvalue, results are 

derived for each RDF file in U.S. Census dataset. Base URIs of the resources are retrieved by performing 

semantic matchmaking  in the discovery operation. 
 

Dataset File Name 
Total 

Triples 

Subject 

(Resource) 

Nodes 

Predicate 

(Property) 

Nodes 

Objects 

(Property 

Value) 

Nodes 

All Node 

Extraction 

Time(ms) 

geo-
congressional_distr

icts_110.n3 

4807 489 11 3335 102 

geo-counties.n3 41847 3271 13 30894 281 

geo-states.n3 737 53 14 610 30 

geo-towns.n3 399192 39438 11 247665 640 

geo-villages.n3 176291 26256 11 116138 542 

TOTAL 622874 69507 60 398642 1595 

Table 1. Extracted data from the data set 

 
3. User Interface of Discovery and Composition Process 

 

Following section shows the user interfaces developed for the service discovery and service composition 

operations. 

 

3.1 Discovery Interface 

Figure 7 presents user interface to perform discovery operation and to show the generated results as an 

output. It provides extraction process of RDF dataset based on user’s request. 
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Figure 7. Result of Discovery Process 

 

 

3.2 Composition Interface 

 

Figure 8 presents user interface to show the generated results of composition process while figure 13 

shows the composite result on the map. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Result of Composition Process 

 
4. Conclusion and Future Work 

RESTful web services are gaining popularity over the SOAP web services because of lightweight 

nature and resource oriented design. Nowadays, RESTful web services is continuously increasing on the Web. 

Based on these considerations, we have developed framework for RESTful services discovery and composition 

using Linked Open Data based approach. We have demonstrated the experimental work with results for the 

feasibility of the work. 
As a future work, we can integrate the service selection approach to refine the result of composition 

process. A prototype model for the healthcare domain could be developed to demonstrate the potential of the 

approach.    
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